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Phase diagrams for reversibly associating one-end-functionalized chain molecules ~with an
emphasis on hydrogen bonding! are determined by computer simulations of a cubic lattice model
employing canonical and grand canonical Monte Carlo methods. Due to the relatively short chain
lengths used, the stability of the homogeneous state is strongly enhanced compared to mean-field
random phase approximation predictions. Characteristic phenomenon such as reappearing phases
and macrophase separation into two phases, at least one of which is microphase separated, are
observed and discussed. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!51326-8#I. INTRODUCTION
Structure formation in polymer systems based on a com-
bination of covalent bonding and reversible physical bonding
such as hydrogen bonding or ionic interactions has attracted
a lot of interest lately.1–14 The phase behavior of polymer
systems is dominated by the ubiquitous unfavorable interac-
tions between unlike species. In the case of polymer blends
this usually leads to undesirable macrophase separation. For
block copolymers, on the other hand, this tendency may be
exploited advantageously to construct well ordered nano-
structures. Still, block copolymers have the disadvantage that
a usually laborious synthetic effort is required to obtain suit-
able molecular weights and molecular architectures. For a
number of applications the combination of homopolymers or
block copolymers with supramolecular chemistry offers a
particularly facile concept to construct self-organized nano-
structured materials with one or more characteristic length
scales.15 In recent years most of the experimental investiga-
tions focused on comb copolymerlike structures obtained by
hydrogen bonding and/or ionic bonding between homopoly-
mers and end-functionalized oligomers ~i.e., also referred to
as amphiphiles or surfactants!. The theoretical description of
these kind of systems was initiated by Tanaka and
co-workers.16 More recently, a slightly different description
was advanced in our group and used to give a detailed analy-
sis of the ordered structures formed.17,18 An important con-
clusion of both approaches is that macrophase separation,
frequently involving at least one microphase separated
phase, is a dominant feature in systems where bonding is
reversible.
The most simple system containing block copolymerlike
molecules obtained by reversible association is given by a
mixture of one-end-functionalized homopolymers. An ex-
perimental example is given by a mixture of one-end-
animated polystyrene and one-end-carboxylated ~sulfonated!
poly~ethylene glycol! investigated by Nose and co-
workers.19 Similar studies are reported by Russell et al.20 and
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.7890021-9606/98/109(2)/789/9/$15.00
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toIwasaki et al.21 All these results demonstrate that these sys-
tems behave in many ways like simple block copolymers.
Theoretically, this kind of situation was already considered
in the pioneering work of the group of Tanaka.22
Here we will reconsider these mixtures of one-end-
functionalized polymers. Our main motivation is that the
relatively simple nature of these systems offers the possibil-
ity to investigate their phase behavior by computer simula-
tions. In this way the predictions of the theoretical approach
can be tested. The emphasis will be on the influence of fluc-
tuation corrections, i.e., deviations from mean-field random
phase approximation predictions due to the relatively short
chains involved, the phenomenon of reappearing phases and
macrophase separation into two phases with different or
equal symmetry.
II. THEORY
The system considered is a binary mixture of one-end-
functionalized homopolymers, P(A) – X/P(B) – Y with an
equal number of monomers, N , per homopolymer. The two
homopolymers can reversibly associate to form a symmetric
diblock copolymer by physical bonding between the func-
tional monomers X and Y . We will consider equilibrium in
an incompressible system with 1:1 associations between
polymer A and B . The system consists of three different
species: the free polymers and the complex between polymer
A and B . This is a dynamic equilibrium so that the bonding
has a finite life time. However, the species, rather than indi-
vidual molecules, are still distinguishable if the number of
molecules of each species remains constant. In our incom-
pressible system, the volume fractions of the three species
satisfy
f1~T !1f2~T !1f12~T !51, ~1!
where f1 and f2 are the volume fractions of free molecules
of polymer A and polymer B , respectively, and f12 is the
volume fraction of associated molecules. The total volume
fraction of polymer A and B can be expressed as© 1998 American Institute of Physics
 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp







Using the Flory–Huggins approximation, the free energy















1xS f11 f122 D S f21 f122 D , ~3!
where f a is the free energy change of the formation of a
single association and x is the Flory–Huggins interaction
parameter between monomers A and B . For convenience we
introduce w and c defined by
w~T !5f1~T !1f2~T !,
~4!
c5fB2fA5f2~T !2f1~T !.























The temperature dependency of the the volume fraction of
free polymers w follows from
F ] f]w G
c
50. ~6!





K~T !5expF12 f akBTG .
The free energy change of the formation of a single associ-
ated pair, f a , can be expressed in terms of the bonding en-










where «b is the energy of association, sb is the entropic loss
due to a loss of orientational freedom, particularly severe in
the case of hydrogen bonding, and sAB is the loss in configu-
rational entropy due to linking between polymer A and B
~entropy of disorientation!. The separation of the entropy
loss due to association into two contributions is not required
for the theoretical analysis, however, it will be essential for a
direct comparison between theory and computer simulations.
In this paper the investigation of the phase behavior will
be restricted to the derivation of the instability boundaries,
i.e., the spinodals. To find this, the structure factor S must be
evaluated. Using the random phase approximation,23,24 S is








The second order single chain correlation functions Si j , ap-
pearing in this equation, are for the present system given by
SAA5
w2c
2 NgD~1,x !12~12w!NgD~1/2,2x !,
SBB5
w1c
2 NgD~1,x !12~12w!NgD~1/2,2x !, ~11!
SAB5~12w!N@gD~1,2x !22gD~1/2,2x !# .
Here, the scaled wave number x is defined by x5k2^r2& ,
where k is the scattering vector and ^r2& is the mean square
radius of gyration of polymer A or B , and gD( f ,x) is related
to the Debye function: gD( f ,x)52@ f x1exp(2fx)21#/x2. In
the limit x!0, the vertex function G attains the limiting
value given by
G~x!0 !5 4~22w!N~2w2w22c2! . ~12!
Because the vertex function in our system is temperature
dependent, i.e., G5G(x ,c ,T), the spinodal temperature Ts





@G~x ,c ,T !#c ,T .
Due to the temperature dependent association equilibrium,
Eq. ~13! can only be solved by taking an expression for the
interaction parameter x in which the temperature dependence




where a and b are constants, this leads to an expression for











This expression indicates that, if a solution exists ~remember
both the left-hand side and the right-hand side depend on
temperature! it just corresponds to macrophase separation in
a mixture of an equal number of free polymers A and B
diluted with associated diblock copolymers ~w is the volume
fraction of free polymers!. The phase behavior in our system
is a result of the repulsive interaction between the two poly-
mers expressed by the x parameter and the association
strength @Eq. ~8!#. If the association is weak and the repul-
sion strong, the system will macrophase separate. On the
other hand, if the strong repulsion is combined with strong AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion. The condition for the change of the dominant fluctua-
tion from k*50 to k*Þ0 is found from




If the dominant fluctuation corresponds to k*Þ0 and the
system is still homogeneous, the small angle scattering will
show the characteristic correlation hole peak.23,24 In the case
of comb copolymerlike systems obtained by hydrogen bond-
ing between end-functionalized oligomers and homopoly-
mers, this has been addressed extensively in our previous
papers.25,26
III. MODEL AND SIMULATION
To investigate the system under consideration numeri-
cally, Monte Carlo simulations with two different ensembles,
grand canonical and canonical were performed. The objec-
tive of these simulations is to test several features of the
theoretical predictions. In recent papers, the phase behavior
of comb copolymerlike systems obtained by association be-
tween homopolymers and one-end-functionalized oligomers
was addressed. These are the systems most frequently stud-
ied experimentally. The experimental systems are character-
ized by relatively small oligomers ~15–20 carbon-carbon
bonds!. Also there, the theoretical modeling has been based
on the mean-field Random Phase Approximation model,
which strictly speaking is only correct in the infinite chain
length limit. For smaller chain lengths fluctuation corrections
can in principle be calculated,27 however, even then the
theory is still only valid for much longer side chains then
those employed. The system studied in the present paper is
the most simple one involving block copolymerlike struc-
tures obtained by reversible association. One of the main
objectives of this work is therefore to compare the formally
exact computer simulations with the mean-field RPA predic-
tions. Two other characteristic features, rentrant phase be-
havior and macrophase separation involving one or more mi-
crophase separated phases, will also be addressed. The latter
issue is of considerable interest. It is a characteristic feature
of the theoretically predicted phase behavior in associated
polymer systems. However, at least for comb copolymerlike
systems, it has not been observed experimentally yet. This is
most likely due to the redistribution of chains required,
which seems to be a very slow process.
We start by explaining the model and the simulation
techniques including the model for hydrogen bonding. Two
kinds of polymer chains denoted by A and B were generated
on a 3-dimensional cubic lattice with a linear size of L540
~canonical! and L520 ~grand canonical! expressed in units
of a statistical monomer. The lattice contains 20% voids.
Each polymer chain has an equal number of statistical mono-
mers, N516. Polymer A consists of 15 statistical monomers
of type A and an end-functional monomer X and polymer B
consists of 15 monomers of type B and an end-functional
monomer Y . The conformations of the polymer chains are
self-avoiding and mutually avoiding walks to ensure ex-Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tocluded volume effects. For the dispersive interaction ener-
gies « i j between statistical monomers of type i and j the
simple choice of «AB5«AY5«XB5« and «AA5«BB5«XX
5«YY50 was made. Since the main focus will be on hydro-
gen bonding as the associative interaction between the one-
end-functionalized polymers, the interaction between the
functional groups X and Y should be considered to have a
strong directional dependency, i.e., the interaction depends
on the relative orientations of the two functional monomers
~essentially a geometrical constraint!.28 The number of ori-
entations of a monomer is considered to be a large number.
Since the geometry of our simple cubic lattice used for the
simulations gives only two possible relative orientations,
parallel and perpendicular, it is necessary to introduce a pa-
rameter q reflecting the number of possible orientations of a
monomer. Let us therefore assume that each monomer has q
internal orientational states so that the number of possible
relative orientations between two monomers is q2. Then we
model the interaction energy as
«XY5«bd~cX ,cY !1«@12d~cX ,cY !# , ~17!
where «b is the energy of bonding and ci is the variable
numbering the internal states of monomer i (ci51,2,...,q)
and d is the Kronecker delta function which equals unity if
ci5c j and zero otherwise. The other interactions involving
the pairs AB , AY , and BX are considered to be independent
of these internal states. Equation ~17! shows that only q pair
states, i.e., cX5cY51,2,...,q , out of all q2 pair states have a
bonding energy «b . In the actual Monte Carlo process, this
directional specific nature of the interaction between non-
bonded X and Y can be accounted for by taking
«XY5 H «b« if j<1/qotherwise , ~18!
where j is a random number between zero and unity. Thus
the internal states of the functional monomers X and Y are
generated by a random number generator even though the
simple cubic box does not have such a detailed geometry. A
schematic representation of a bonded and nonbonded mol-
ecule is shown in Fig. 1. In fact, this MC process implies that
each statistical monomer on the lattice also attempts to
change its internal state in each Monte Carlo trial move. For
all but the functional monomers, this has no effect on the
interactions. Furthermore, each functional monomer can
form only one hydrogen bond. There are two different inter-
actions in the system which will be used in the form of two














so that the set of variables $q ,r ,t% is used as input for the
simulations.
To sample the configurational space according to Me-
tropolis importance sampling29 in canonical Monte Carlo, the
slithering snake algorithm30 is used. If a randomly selected
molecule is hydrogen bonded to another molecule, the slith- AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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completely associated molecule: The randomly selected mol-
ecule drags the second molecule due to the hydrogen bond-
ing. With the same probability 1/2 the snithering snake at-
tempt is applied to the selected molecule only. Breaking and
forming of a hydrogen bond can occur by slithering of one
molecule, while slithering of the entire associated entity does
obviously not change the number of hydrogen bonds. To
calculate the structure factor at infinite wave length using the
simulation box with finite size, a semigrand canonical Monte
Carlo method is performed by switching identities between
polymer 1 and 2.31,32 The transition probability for semi-
grand canonical sampling is
W~s!s8!5expFnDmkBT ~cs82cs!GexpF2 Es82EskBT G , ~20!
where n is the number of polymer molecules and Dm is the
chemical potential difference between polymer A and B . c i
and Ei are the order parameter and the energy of state i ,
respectively. The number of hydrogen bonds can of course
also be changed by switching the identity of a polymer mol-
ecule. Simulations were performed with different choices of
variables $q ,r ,t%. Quantities such as the structure factor
were statistically averaged over 300 independent runs in a
canonical Monte Carlo and 50 000 runs in a semigrand ca-
nonical Monte Carlo.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present the results from the simula-
tions performed by the canonical and grand canonical Monte
Carlo method and compare these with the theoretical results
obtained on the basis of the random phase approximation.
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the formation of a thermoreversible bond.Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toFrom the configurations simulated by canonical Monte






where ri is the coordinates of site i in the simulation box and
the occupation variable s is defined by s(r)5fA(r)2fA .
The bracket indicates a thermodynamic average over the dif-
ferent configurations. Since we are mainly interested in the
thermodynamic instability of the homogeneous phase, S was
averaged for uku5k so that the structure factor depends only
on the modulus of k. The calculation is performed as a func-
tion of temperature for a system which is characterized by
$N ,q ,r ,c%.
The simulation data that will be presented correspond to
q510 and r540 or 60. This value of q is a typical value,
used before in polymer systems involving hydrogen
bonding.33,34 The values of r are within the usual range of
hydrogen bonding interaction energies.35 Figure 2 presents
the structure factors of the system for the case of $N516,
q510, r540, c50% as a function of the inverse tempera-
ture, 1/t . At high temperatures, where most polymers are
free, the system behaves like a simple binary mixture of
homopolymers A/B and hence S(k) is a decreasing function
of k . This situation changes drastically upon decreasing the
temperature. Then, polymers A and B start to associate by
hydrogen bonding and the system contains more associated
polymers which behave like diblock copolymers. As a result,
the dominant fluctuation k* starts to shift from 0 to larger
values and approaches the value corresponding to the pure
diblock copolymer system. The strong increase in the value
of the structure factor around 1/t'0.08(k>0) and 1/t
'0.27(k*.0) suggests that the system exhibits both a mac-
roscopically and a microscopically ordered structure depend-
ing on the temperature. Of course, the phase separation at
1/t'0.08 is not guaranteed to be macrophase separation
since the structure factor for wavelengths l52p/k.L is
FIG. 2. Structure factor S(k) as a function of k and inverse temperature 1/t
for the parameter set $N516, q510, r540, c50%. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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clarify the behavior for this regime, a semi-grand canonical
Monte Carlo simulation was performed, which allows the
variation in volume fractions of polymer A and B by switch-
ing identity of A to B and vice versa. Using semigrand ca-
nonical sampling with fixed inputs t and Dm, the order pa-
rameter distribution P(c), is estimated by recording the
histogram. An example of the estimated P(c) at 1/t50.1125
is shown in Fig. 3. The two peaks at c50.85 and 20.85
correspond to a phase coexistence in the mixture. Since the
binodal points in this system, c and c8 are symmetric around
c50, we calculate the average order parameter by
^uc~ t !u&5(
$c%
&ucuP~c ,t !. ~22!
Figure 4 presents the averaged order parameter as a function
of 1/t for the system presented in Fig. 2. The value for Dm is
put to zero so that the symmetric condition, ^c&50, is ful-
FIG. 3. Order parameter distribution P(c) as a function of inverse tempera-
ture 1/t for the parameter set $N516, q510, r540, Dm50%.
FIG. 4. Average order parameter ^ucu& as a function of inverse temperature
1/t .Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tofilled statistically by the grand canonical sampling. Since we
perform semigrand canonical sampling with a fixed total
number of polymers, n5400, the quantity ^ucu& shows finite
size effects in the range where ^ucu& is small and as a result,
^ucu& does not completely vanish in the homogeneous phase.
The size independent value for ^ucu&, corresponding to the
binodal point c can only be obtained by finite size scaling.
Nevertheless, the data presented in Fig. 4 are sufficient to
conclude that the strong increase in structure factor in the
region 1/t'0.07– 0.125 is the result of macrophase separa-
tion. As observed in Figs. 2 and 4, the state of this mixture
undergoes three distinctive changes by lowering the tempera-
ture, which are macrophase separation, reappearing homoge-
neous phase and microphase separation. The changes in mor-
phology as a function of temperature are presented in Figs.
5~a!–5~d!.
Figure 6 presents the same plot as in Fig. 2 but for the
different case of $N516, r560, q510, c50%. In compari-
son with the previous case of r540, the hydrogen bonding
strength is stronger and as a result the dominant fluctuation
k* starts to shift to larger values already at a higher tempera-
ture. It is also clear that the mixture does not undergo mac-
rophase separation at high temperature in this case. This is
due to the rapid increase in the number of associated chains
preventing macrophase separation in the high temperature
range.
A. Spinodal
Theoretically, the spinodal for macrophase separation is
found by Eq. ~13!. At the spinodal for c50,
FIG. 5. Snapshots of the systems $N516, q510, r540, c50%; ~a! 1/t
50.025, homogeneous phase (k*50); ~b! 1/t50.1, where the system is
macrophase separated into two homogeneous phases; ~c! 1/t50.18, reap-
pearing homogeneous phase (k*.0); ~d! 1/t50.3625, where the system is
microphase separated. Only one type of monomers is indicated. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp








Nw~ t ! . ~24!
Therefore, if the volume fraction of free polymer, w, de-
creases rapidly by lowering the temperature so that condition
~24!is satisfied over the entire temperature range, the mixture
is completely compatibilized by associated chains, sustaining
the homogeneous phase until microphase separation occurs.
The temperature dependent volume fraction w(t) can be cal-
culated theoretically using Eq. ~7!, provided we know the
free energy change of a single association between a pair of



















The analytic expression for the entropic loss, sAB , in the




where z is the coordination number. For our simulations N
516 and z56 and hence
sAB521.65kB . ~27!
Figure 7 presents the plot of the volume fraction of free
polymers as a function of temperature for two cases. The
theoretical results for each case of $N ,q ,r ,c% are calculated
with sAB521.65kB . The simulation results agree with the
theoretical calculations except for the two-phase region, 1/t
'0.07– 0.125, which occurs for the case of r540. Since
FIG. 6. Structure factor S(k) as a function of k and inverse temperature 1/t
for the parameter set $N516, q510, r560, c50%.Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toexpression ~7! is only valid in the one phase region, w for the
two phase region has to be calculated at a branch of the
phase separation curve. If at temperature t the mixture for
fixed c50 separates into two phases, c5F and c52F , w
is given by
w~ t !5
221@414K~ t !1K2~ t !F2~ t !#1/2
K~ t ! . ~28!
The theoretical result for w in the two phase region presented
in Fig. 7 is calculated using for F the value at the branch of
the spinodal curve. The simulation results for w, on the other
hand, correspond to the value of F at the branch of the
binodal curve. The discrepancy between the theoretical and
numerical value of free polymer in the two-phase region is
believed to be partly due to the difference between spinodal
and binodal. The horizontal dashed line represents the value
of the critical fraction of free polymer for c50 and wc
52/3 which is calculated by Eq. ~16!. From the temperature
at which w reaches wc , k* starts to shift to larger values as
observed in Figs. 2 and 6.
In order to calculate the spinodal instability Eq. ~13!, the
interaction parameter x need to be expressed as a function of
temperature. As will be shown, the temperature dependence





where zeff is the effective coordination number. To determine
zeff , we use the following relation:







N@2w~ t !2w~ t !22c2# . ~31!
FIG. 7. Fraction free polymer as a function of inverse temperature 1/t for d:
$N516, q510, r560, c50% and j set $N516, q510, r540, c50%.
Solid lines represent theoretical predictions based on Eq. ~28!. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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@S21(k50)2G# vs 1/t . For the case of $N516, q510,
r540, c50%, the result is presented in Fig. 8. Using the
semigrand canonical Monte Carlo method, the structure fac-






The symmetric condition of Dm50, corresponding to c50
in the canonical ensemble, i.e., ^c&50, is used for the cal-
culation of Eq. ~32!. Apart from the region of macrophase
separation, where expression ~30! is not valid, the plot in-
deed shows a linear behavior for the homogeneous regions of
1/t,0.07 and 1/t.0.125. However, the linear behavior is
strikingly different in the two regimes. Our estimation of zeff
from the linear regression in the homogeneous region is zeff
52.67 for 1/t,0.07 and zeff52.06 for 1/t.0.125. In fact, in
the Flory lattice model x is approximately ~ignoring end ef-
fects! given by (z22)/t (54/t for our cubic lattice!. How-
ever, since 20% of the lattice sites are empty zeff would be
3.2. In the Flory model, the presence of a certain monomer is
uncorrelated to neighboring occupation, thereby neglecting
the local correlation such as chain connectivity and the in-
fluence of the interaction with neighboring sites. In reality,
the influence of the local correlation leads to a reduction of
zeff . In the high temperature homogeneous regime most
chains are not associated and the dispersive forces are still
relatively weak. Here, the reduction in zeff from the Flory
value of 3.2 to the actual value of 2.67 is mainly due to
intramolecular correlations @cf. Ref. 36#. At low enough tem-
peratures, where 1/t.0.125, most chains are associated. The
correlations ~intra- and intermolecular! between the occupa-
tions of neighboring sites is now severely affected by the
FIG. 8. zeff /t5S21(k50)2G(0,c50,t) as a function of inverse temperature
1/t for $N516, q510, r540, c50%. d: simulation results. Dotted line
corresponds to Flory value of zeff53.2. Solid lines are fits to the high tem-
perature homogeneous regime (zeff52.67) and the low temperature homo-
geneous regime (zeff52.06).Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tostrongly unfavorable A – B interactions. Consequently, the
effective coordination number for the A – B interactions is
even further reduced to zeff52.06.
B. Reappearing phases
Figures 9~a! and 9~b! present the phase diagram obtained
by the computer simulations and the spinodal phase diagram
calculated from theory. The set of parameters $N516, r
540, q510% were used for the simulation results shown in
Fig. 9~a! and the corresponding set of parameters $N516,
r540, q510, sAB521.65kB , zeff52.06% were used for the
theoretical result. As shown, the value of zeff52.06 is valid
for 1/t.0.125, which is the major part of the diagram. The
most striking result is that the theoretical calculation of the
spinodal does not show a reappearing homogeneous phase
between a macrophase separated and a microphase separated
regime, a property that is clearly observed in the simulation
results. Of course, our determination of the phase transition
for the simulation results in Fig. 9~a! corresponds to a first
order transition whereas the theoretical calculations based on
the spinodal represents a second order transition. However,
this only implies that the phase separated regimes in the true
theoretical phase diagram will even be larger. So, the most
likely explanation, and the one we believe to be true, is that
this discrepancy is due to the short chain length employed.
FIG. 9. Phase diagram for $N516, q510, r540%. ~a! Determined by the
simulations, h: macrophase separation, j: microphase separation. Note
high temperature region of reappearing phases. ~b! Calculated spinodals on
the basis of $N516, q510, r540, zeff52.06, SAB521.65kB%. MI: one-
phase microphase separated regime; 2: two-phase coexistence; d: Lifshitz
points; H: homogeneous one-phase state. Note absence of high temperature
reappearing phase phenomenon. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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fluctuation corrections, but it should be remembered that
analytic expressions dealing with this effect are only valid in
the limit of long chain lengths.27 By changing the values for
q and r , for instance, to 40 and 60, keeping the other param-
eter values as before, the theoretical spinodal phase diagram
also shows the phenomenon of reappearing phases as illus-
trated in Fig. 10.
Figure 11 presents phase diagrams for the case of r
560 with the other parameter values as used for the results
presented in Fig. 9. Both phase diagrams from simulation
@Fig. 11~a!# and theory @Fig. 11~b!# show a qualitatively
similar shape of the phase curve but the microphase separa-
tion temperature obtained by the simulation is again lower
than the temperature of the theoretically calculated spinodal,
i.e., fluctuation induced stability. The phenomenon of reap-
pearing phases is no longer present due to the strong asso-
ciation already at high temperatures ~relative to the disper-
sive interactions!.
To demonstrate the influence of q , spinodals have been
calculated for the set of parameter values $r540, zeff
52.06, sAB521.65kB%. The results for the specific case of
q51, which might be considered as representing the ionic
bonding case, are presented in Fig. 12. Obviously, the phe-
nomenon of reappearing phases, which requires bonding ac-
companied by an unfavorable entropy contribution, does not
occur.
C. Macrophase separation
An interesting feature of the theoretical calculations pre-
sented in Figs. 9–11 is the coexisting phases at low tempera-
tures. For the case of $N516, r540, q510, sAB
521.65kB , zeff52.06%, presented in Fig. 9, this occurs first
for 1/t'0.15. At 1/t.0.15, the system is macroscopically
separated into two microscopically ordered phases followed
by phase separation into a microphase separated and a ho-
FIG. 10. Calculated spinodals for the parameter set $N516, q540, r560,
zeff52.06, SAB521.65kB% showing reappearing phase phenomenon. MI:
one-phase microphase separated regime; 2: two-phase coexistence; d: Lif-
shitz points; H: homogeneous one-phase state.Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tomogeneous phase for 1/t.0.2 ~i.e., below the Lifshitz point!.
To address macrophase separation numerically, off-
symmetric simulations have been performed for the corre-
sponding parameter values r540 and q510 but for c50.6.
FIG. 11. Phase diagram for $N516, q510, r560%. ~a! Determined by the
simulations, j: microphase separation. ~b! Calculated spinodals on the basis
of $N516, q510, r560, zeff52.06, SAB521.65kB%. MI: one-phase mi-
crophase separated regime; 2: two-phase coexistence; d: Lifshitz points; H:
homogeneous one-phase state.
FIG. 12. Calculated spinodals for $N516, q51, r540, zeff52.06, SAB
521.65kB%. MI: one-phase microphase separated regime; 2: two-phase co-
existence; d: Lifshitz points; H: homogeneous one-phase state. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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side the microphase separated regime of Fig. 9~a!. The figure
shows the presence of two distinct lamellar phases in equi-
librium with each other. The theoretical predictions also in-
dicate the presence of a low temperature range where a ho-
mogeneous and a microphase separated phase are in
equilibrium. In that regime the association is very strong, the
system essentially consists of homopolymer A ~60%! and
‘‘diblock copolymer’’ A – B ~40%! and the homopolymer is
partly expelled from the lamellar phase. Our simulations
have been restricted to the thermoreversible regime where
the thermoreversibility of the hydrogen bonding is still
probed by the computer simulations. The very strong asso-
ciation regime corresponds to mixtures of homopolymers
with corresponding diblock copolymers, for which the expul-
sion of part of the homopolymers from the lamellar structure
is well known.37,38
V. CONCLUSIONS
A computer simulation study of reversibly associating
one-end-functionalized chain molecules on a cubic lattice
has been presented. Phase diagrams have been determined
demonstrating such characteristic phenomenon as reappear-
ing phases and macrophase separation into phases with dif-
ferent symmetries. Theoretically, the phase diagrams ~spin-
odals! have been calculated using RPA together with an
effective coordination number of zeff52.06 for the unlike
dispersive interactions as determined from the low tempera-
ture simulation data. This relatively small number for zeff
FIG. 13. Snapshot of macrophase separated system with phase coexistence
between two microphase separated lamellar phases. $N516, q510, r540,
c50.6, 1/t50.375%. Only one type of monomers indicated. The darker the
monomer, the larger its z coordinate (z axis perpendicular to the page!.Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toreflects inter- and intramolecular correlations. The phase dia-
gram determined by the simulations shows a much larger
region of stability of the homogeneously mixed state than the
corresponding theoretically predicted spinodals. This is at-
tributed to the relatively short chain lengths involved ~i.e.,
fluctuation induced stability!.
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